Celestial Ecstasy
Neurons, dendrites and synapses…1 plus 1 equals three and it’s the embodiment of the atoms,
molecules and particles that make up stars, mirror the mind, reflecting light like from transparent
glimmers from Mars…
I am a live in the infinite sense, so a legacy is relevant when it comes to selling the shadow to
feed the sustenance, because the sustenance is the substance that the Alchemist transfers with so
now new forms is the promise…
I’m on a homage to where knowledge of self is the predominant prevailing thought and all others
reside in the land of the lost. Looking into that all seeing eye from on high is symbolic of mount
Moriah, Sinai and Jabal-Nur what do we all die for? On High the LORD conveyed the blessing
of life forever more…
We have the power to master mind that by shifting through matter like it’s an all you can eat
platter from a myriad of subject matter. Now whose master? He who control the rains or tames
the wind or she who encompasses and envelopes the very nature of his end?
The only sin is not believing in H.I.M. Hope Inspiration and miracles now that’s the best hymn.
WE ALL MATTER. Imam, priest, pastor, Rabbi and Monk. Black Lives Matter so we switched
to SWAGG…Inspiration Never Ceases is our flagship through tumultuous waters, embarking on
charters to mercantile with…
Economics now becomes the homage but it’s a greater science into the psychology of the SELF
that everyone encourages. Pursuing utils so it’s futile not to believe that the inner workings of the
mind is not a celestial find when properly mind…
So the discipline of self is the greatest wealth coupled with health, providing energy to plough
and cultivate for the fate of light whose plight we fight for with might and mane. It’s all
intricately designed, where time supersedes numerical comprehension and it sequentially follow
that geometry is the apple of the masters eye…
If you want celestial knowledge of self, empirically study a grain of sand. If you want to reside in
a prison of ignorance give your intellectual property rights to the finite mind of man…
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